Isonas wiring diagram

Isonas is a popular brand known for simple and easy access control such as standalone PIN
pads. The company was founded in and focuses specifically on streamlined access control
systems that connect access control hardware directly to doors. In essence, this means that
instead of using control panels, separate power supply, and dedicated wiring, administrators
can simply attach a reader and lock to any access point that needs to be protected. Although
known for its simplicity and ability to set up decentrally installed readers and locks without the
need to run every cable back to a central location, Isonas recently introduced new powerful
tools like the Access Control Manager Dashboard, which controls a system from a command
station. Their readers can also be configured to allow mobile access. The company is based in
Boulder, Colorado and privately held. Isonas access control solutions include the following
pieces of technology:. Minimal hardware is required to setup the system. Door readers connect
to the Internet and are powered over an ethernet cable PoE. Isonas can retrofit old panel-based
systems into an IP system that works with their branded Pure IP management software. It offers
two readers that include a proximity card-only version and a different version that's a proximity
card plus a pin pad. Readers are compatible with Isonas' proprietary cards and key fobs as well
as third-party credentials. As for integrations, Isonas does not have the capability to connect to
fire and alarm systems, but can connect to third-party video management systems. Hardware,
accessories, credentials, and software can be purchased by contacting the team directly.
Warranties are available on all hardware and services. Online training and support for partners
and customers is available. A reader-controller is a standalone reader that is both a reader and
a controller in one. The issue with reader-controllers is that the door control wire goes outside
of the wall into the reader, so if someone were to take off the reader, they could short the wire to
get in, unless an anti-tamper solution had been installed. Kisi's Cloud Based Physical Access
Control System operates purely in the cloud, making it easy to set up and highly scalable as
you expand. Admins are able to easily establish granular controls with group, user and
time-based restrictions -- just to name a few. End users have a range of unlocking options,
including mobile apps available on Android and iOS, key cards and fobs. Isonas is a great
entry-level access control system if you need something installed fast and without a lot of
features. It is a system of give and take; facilities that need any kind of advanced protection
should probably find another provider, but anyone that needs a quick, easy security solution
will probably find Isonas fit for installation. We use cookies to enhance your experience and
measure audiences. Read more. Article Created:. September 27, Company Overview Isonas is a
popular brand known for simple and easy access control such as standalone PIN pads. Isonas
Hardware Isonas access control solutions include the following pieces of technology:
Reader-controllers Reader-keypads Wiegand readers IP bridges Advanced security modules
Weatherproofing kits Access control software suites Proximity badge cards and fobs Mobile
credentials Major Features Generally, Isonas is a pure IP Access Control system for businesses
and organizations worldwide. Advantages of Isonas Easy setup: For users that only need to
protect one or two access points, Isonas is a great way to accomplish that goal without
breaking the bank, especially compared to more dedicated competitors. Mobile access: Instead
of using physical keys or badges, cardholders can use their phones to grant access with the
proper setup. This is perfect for modern offices and facilities that prioritize ease of access.
Lightweight system: While this could be a drawback, facilities that need little coverage or desire
a simple system could find their perfect match in Isonas technology. Disadvantages of Isonas
Bypassable reader-controllers: If someone wants to break into a facility that has
reader-controllers, they can simply short the wire to gain entry, which makes these areas much
less secure. Limited integrations: Isonas cannot connect to fire and other alarm systems,
meaning that emergencies might not be reported when they happen. This can endanger areas
that need a high degree of protection. Simple functionality: Advanced door control features are
not included in Isonas systems, which means that facilities that need more security should
probably consider a different company. Looking for an alternative? Full Kisi Review. Get a
Quote. Read reviews of the best brands. See Reviews. The latest access control systems are
much easier to install than the older systems. The devil is in the details, and this article
provides the wiring diagrams you need to make your access control system work. As a review,
the advantage of IP access control systems is that everything is located at the door. The
following diagram shows an example of an IP access control system that uses a
reader-controller. The reader-controllers attach to the network and use PoE. They include a
pigtail of wire that connect to the electric lock, the REX button, door sensors, and motions
detectors. There are several configurations available, and they all use special software for
access control management. The following diagram shows an example that uses the Isonas
reader-control in an indoor installation. The reader-controller is connected to a network switch
that includes PoE. The pigtail on the back of the reader-controller provides all the connections

to the strike, REX, motion detector, door open sensor, and any other equipment required at the
door. Power 12VDC is available from the reader-controller. There is up to ma of current available
to drive an electric lock. The voltage is applied to the electric lock, and the relay in the EDK
controls the lock. The diagram below shows the wiring using an external power supply. In this
configuration, the reader-controller sends a coded message to the EDK located indoors. This
prevents a vandal from shorting wires and unlocking the door from the outside. The EDK also
contains a relay that can provide the power required by the magnetic lock. Magnetic locks
require more power than the electric strike. The Hartmann, access control system , uses a
different configuration. The system can be used with internal doors or external doors. In this
system, there is a door reader outside the door, and a controller portion located inside the door.
The controller connects to a network drop that includes PoE. This is a more flexible system
since it can use many different types of door readers. Since the intelligent controller is located
inside the door, it provides security against vandalism. The controller provides the 12V DC
power for the electric strike. This system also supports the higher power required by maglocks.
Maglocks also require a suppressor not shown on the diagram to prevent back EMF that could
damage the relay. Some biometric reader-controllers include a network interface as well as a
Wiegand interface. The Wiegand interface allows you to attach the unit to a standard door
access controller. Most of the biometric reader controllers require a separate power supply
instead of using PoE. The following diagram shows how the face recognition panel is wired.
Some biometric readers can check the temperature of a person entering a secure area. These
multi-function biometric panels can be used as standalone monitoring stations that scan body
temperature and can also check if the person is wearing a mask. Wiring an IP access control
system is less complicated than the older centralized access controller systems. Rather than
running wires from a central location, the IP access control systems make use of the network
infrastructure. The intelligence is located at the door, so there a short runs of wire to the lock,
REX, sensors, and other devices required for access control. There are reader-controllers and
readers with separate controllers and some that can be powered using PoE. If you need help
selecting the right access control system, please contact us at in the USA, or everywhere else,
or use our contact form. Wiring the IP Reader-Controllers The latest access control systems are
much easier to install than the older systems. Access Control Diagram. Access Control with
Electric Strike. Access Control with Mag Lock. Hartmann Access Control Diagram. Biometric
Access Control Diagram. Technical Jokes and Cartoons â€” Access control systems used to be
very complicated and difficult to wire. The early access systems used a central control box that
connected to all the doors. The wiring was complex and expensive to install. The latest access
control solutions bring all the control functions to the door. This makes it easier to install, and
simpler to expand. There are several systems that connect to the network but have different
wiring schemes. We compared the different access control systems and the benefits and
disadvantages of each system configuration. This article compares four types of door control
systems. They all use access control management software that runs on your Windows
computer. We provided the pros and cons of the different wiring topographies. In this access
control system, all the intelligence for the access control system is in a central control box. All
the door readers are connected to this controller, and the controller is connected to the
network. This configuration is similar to the original central control boxes except the controller
is connected to the network. The management software runs on your Windows computer, and
there is an optional software app for your mobile phone. Pro : The controller box supports from
one to four doors and has many IO connections for REX button, sensing the door, and relay
outputs to control other devices. The network connections make it easy to connect multiple
control boxes. Some controller models support biometric readers and can store fingerprint
credentials. Con : The controller needs to be located in a closet and mounted on the wall.
Multiple door systems require lots of wires from the controller to the door. Wires must be run to
the door reader, electric lock control, REX button, and all the other door functions. Installation
labor and wire cost is higher than other topographies. The controllers support a fixed number of
doors, so if you purchase a four-door controller and want to add a new door, you need to buy
another controller. Summary : It is the right solution for small to medium applications and
excellent for retrofitting older door controller systems. Isonas was the first company to
introduce a door reader that included a built-in controller. This was a dramatic improvement in
door access control technology. For the first time, the central controller was no longer needed.
It made it very easy to install a single unit and then add units incrementally as required. Wiring
was dramatically reduced, and installation was much easier and less costly. All the door control
functions such as the electric lock, REX, and door sensors are attached to a pigtail connected
to the IP door reader. This is a simple system to install. You can add one door at a time. It uses
the network infrastructure to connect all the doors readers. The access control management

software is available as a cloud management service , so multiple buildings and locations can
all be administered by the same access control management software. There is also an on-site
licensed access management software option. Con : Reduced flexibility and functionality for
enterprise access control applications. There are also controller boxes available that can be
used for elevator control and multi-reader door applications. Biometric readers are more
complicated and include storage of the biometric templates used as credentials. There are
fingerprint readers, facial readers, and finger-vein readers. Pro : This is a simple system to
install. It uses the network infrastructure to connect all the doors in an organization. There is an
elevator controller box available that is compatible with the access control management
software used with the biometric door readers. The biometric readers have limited outdoor
capability. Only one of the fingerprint models can be used outdoors but has limited temperature
range. Summary : It is the right solution for small to medium indoor applications where you
need the increased security provided by a biometric reader. The Hartmann, access control
system , is a hybrid system that moves the controller to the door and provides increased
flexibility. The controller is placed over the door inside , and there is a large selection of door
readers that can be used. The controller attaches to the network and is powered by PoE. The
door reader and the electric lock control, REX, door sensors, etc. The controller can power the
electric lock. Pro : This is a flexible system that provides added functionality. The controller is
powered by PoE and can provide power for the electric lock. Two readers entry and exit can be
attached to the same door controller. There is an optional motion detector available in the door
controller that can be used as an automatic electric lock release. This is helpful when the
electric lock needs to be opened automatically from inside. There is an elevator controller that
can be used to control floor access. A variety of door readers can be used with the system. For
example, a long-range reader can be used to open a gate. Alternatively, you can select a reader
that uses mobile credentials. These advanced Bluetooth connected door readers have
advanced capabilities. For example, you can open the door by waving your hand over the reader
while your smartphone is in your pocket. The access control management software allows you
to control a very large number of doors and the people that use them. It provides advanced
functions such as logic if-then functions, control of elevators, visitor management, and
integrates with IP camera systems. The software supports multiple sites. The administrators
can view and manage a single location or all locations. Con : The controller needs to be
mounted over the door. There is more wiring required since you need to connect the reader to
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the controller as well as wiring the electric lock connection, REX, door sensor, etc. Summary: It
is the right solution for small to enterprise systems that require advanced door access control
functions. There are several access control systems that connect to the network. They utilize
access control management software that runs on your Windows Computer. Each of the
systems has different topographies. The central controller box scheme requires many wire
connections from the doors to the central controller. This makes the system the most expensive
to install. The Hartmann hybrid door access control system is the most flexible. It can be
installed one door at a time, so it is a great solution for small access control applications, but it
expands to an enterprise solution that requires advanced functions. Comparison of The
Topography of Access Control Systems Access control systems used to be very complicated
and difficult to wire. Access Controller Diagram. Technical Jokes and Cartoons

